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Purchase a TheraPhi or QuantaPhi System 

 

 

 

The NRG Wellness Group is an Official Canadian Distributor for 

TheraPhi and QuantaPhi.  

We can help you to purchase a TheraPhi or QuantaPhi System of your own for your 

spa, clinic, or for your own individual use. The TheraPhi System includes an amplifier 

box, a tesla coil, two hand blown tubes filled with a combination of noble gases, and 

wires/cables to connect the pieces. Along with the system is a video which covers the 

instructions for set up. 

We have been operating Theraphi for more than 4 years with hundreds of clients and 

can provide you with the benefits of our experiences with client challenges and 

protocols. 

As the official Canadian distributor, we will conduct the transaction in Canadian dollars 

which is easier and perhaps save you money instead of converting to US funds. 

  



 

   

 

 

We support your purchase and use. 

 

Pre Sale 

1) Try it for yourself. Visit our clinic and try it out personally. 

2) In-depth discussions about overall benefits, including client experiences and 

benefits. 

3) Ensure the purchase transaction and shipping go smoothly. 

4) Provide general technical information. 

5) Discuss pricing and shipping requirements. Deposit is required at time of 

purchase and the balance is due at the time of shipping. The TheraPhi units take 

four to six weeks for delivery. 

 

Post Sale 

1) Assist with detailed information for setting up your new TheraPhi or QuantaPhi 

device. 

2) Provide information about do’s and don’ts. 

3) Discuss different protocols for different situations. 

4) Get answers promptly. We are available by telephone support for questions. 

5) We will follow-up with you regarding operational satisfaction. 

  

Please contact us for more information using the contact form, send us, an email or 

give us a call. nrgwellnessgroup@gmail.com 
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Announcing QuantaPhi 

 

  

 

 

Now available, the QuantaPhi is the latest development from the creators of the 

TheraPhi cold plasma wave regenerative therapy device. A less powerful version of 

Theraphi, the new compact plasma tubes are capable of creating a large field effect as 

well as being gentle enough for direct contact. Several inputs on the amplifier allow for 

the addition of music, sound healing and other frequencies, taking the experience to a 

whole new level. Phi-ratio-harmonic-cascade induced longitudinal plasma waves and 

their resultant superluminal phase conjugate (time reversed) negentropy, is the key to 

wellbeing and healing.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

   

 

Features 

• Several plasma tubes can be charged to fill the room with coherent energy, 

including sound.  

• The plasma tubes are charged 

wirelessly and can be handled 

safely and positioned near the 

Tesla coils to light up. 

• Any audio source can be input to 

the amp, analog and digital.  

• Any sound therapy program or 

audio function generator can be 

used with the QuantaPhi 

• The QuantaPhi radiates a 

coherent energy field protecting 

you from negative EMF 

radiations. 

 

By combining plasma and sound healing technology, the QuantaPhi provides the 

potential for a wide range of applications. Included with the system is: 

• Hi Fidelity Class-D amplifier with a wide range of inputs. 

• Two Tesla Coils, each one capable of driving several plasma tubes as well as 

being able to act as two independent channels.  

• Two compact plasma tubes filled with a combination of noble gases, which can 

be driven in various configurations by the Tesla Coils. 

 

Contact us if you would like more information about QuantaPhi – 

nrgwellnessgroup@gmail.com  
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